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NOT TO BE QUOTED AS AN AIR MINISTRY ANNOUNCEMENT

STAGE TALENT IN THE R.A.F.

Talent scouts are at work in the Royal Air Force. Wherever
there is an R.A.F. Unit, all over the British Isles, someone
is looking for stage and sporting talent, footballers, boxers,
hockey players, swimmers, skaters, comedians, singers and
actors all are wanted.

To provide entertainment and recreation for airmen is now

a big task. Never have so many officers and men been quartered
at so many scattered stations.

A large number of R.A.F. stations are isolated, their
nearest centre may he a small market town, several miles distant,
which is quite unable to distract several thousand Officers,
N.C.O.’s and Aircraftmen.

Professional concert parties have been touring R.A.F.

stations, where they find audiences more uproariously
appreciative than in any seaside town. But the touring concert

party cannot fill all the off-duty gaps. For a great part
of the time the R.A.F. must find its own sport and amusement.

That is why the talent scout is busy.

Usually he is an officer who has taken to the work in his

spare time. One, at an Eastern Counties Station, is holding
auditions he was an actor before he was called up. Soon his

dramatic discoveries will take their turn with the professional
concert parties in the canteen hall.

All R.A.F. talent scouts have one complaint --’'too many
crooners” - but they have their big moments. One has found

an aircraftman who can play five dance band instruments. Another
has found a W.A.A.F. Ballet dancer. A third has produced a

variety manager from the ranks. The R.A.F. does not have to

depend altogether on its own talent. Anti-Aircraft Gunners,
Army Signallers, Infantry Units, Women of the A.T.S. and the

W.A.A.F. - everyone in uniform attached to the R.A.F. stations

and headquarters - can join in.

The grouping of so many different units together helps.
Interservice competition is keen. ' The Anti-Aircraft
Gunners- because they often have a good playing ground near their

gun sites, started football first, but one R.A.F. station north

of London has an association football team whose captain
believes that they can beat all comers.

At a staff headquarters, where officers are more than

usually numerous there are to be frequent rugby and association
football matches between commissioned and noncommisioned teams.

Talent scouts do not confine themselves to spotting talent.

They encourage and develop the talent and give it the right
oportunities. They know how to obtain the use of a playing
field from the nearest farmer, or a set of properties from the ■
nearest film studio.

One has acquired a boxing ring for nothing, arranged skating
instruction at a neighbouring ice rink, borrowed a film sound

projector and a number of stage settings.
Sir Seymour Hicks and Jack Buchanan are already on the list

of entertainment advisers. The R.A.F. is ready to find plenty
of talent, but it values the advice and help of the expert.
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